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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a p-adic number field, and let D be a central division algebra 
of index n over F. We assume, throughout, that n is not divisible by p. W, 
denotes the Weil group of F. In [6], Corwin and Howe parametrized the 
set of irreducible representations of D*. Koch and Zink took up the subject 
in [ 131 and described a bijection between this set and the set of irreducible 
representations, of dimension dividing n, of W,. In [ 121, Howe constructed 
a similar map from the set of n-dimensional irreducible representations of 
W, into the set of supercuspidal representations of Gl,(F). Using the 
results of Bernstein-Zelevinski [2, 191 and DeligneeKazhdan [ 1, 161, Moy 
proved (cf. [ 151) that this map is a bijection, too. But the way he presents 
the correspondence, he has to exclude the case p = 2. Both correspondences 
are not canonical in the sense of Langlands’ philosophy (cf. [ 143). In [3], 
Bushnell and Friihlich showed that, in the division algebra case, this defect 
can be eliminated by certain modifications (twist with tame characters). In 
[15], Moy tried to construct a similar modification of the correspondence 
in the matrix algebra case. Unfortunatley, his construction is based on 
c-factor calculations, which are incorrect in some cases. To explain this, we 
use the notations of [ 151. In the proof of Theorem 3.544, Moy claims that 
his Lemma 3.5.36 implies the equation tir = ti’. But if E is a quadratic 
extension of F and c is not a square in E*, X+ and K’ differ by a nontrivial 
quadratic character. This can be seen using the following general fact. 
LEMMA. Let (M, X) be a ,finite symplectic [F,-vector space with p > 2. 
Let W, denote Weirs representation of the symplectic group Sp(X), and 
let y E Sp(X) be an element of order r > 2. Suppose that, for ever?? 
iE { 1, . . . . r - 1 ), yi acts on M without nontrivial fi-yed points. Then there is a 
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positive integer a such that h = (#IV)“’ - ar E (1, - 1 } and Tr W,(y) = 
( - 1)” h. 
Thus in the case mentioned above, the right hand side of the last equa- 
tion in Theorem 3.5.44 must be multiplied by - 1. A similar mistake occurs 
after (3.651) in the proof of Proposition 3.6.69. Therefore May’s twist 
cannot provide the desired effect. 
The aim of this paper is, on the one hand, to simplify the construction 
of the correspondence in the division algebra case, and, on the other hand, 
to give an analogous construction in the matrix algebra case. Using a result 
of Zink (cf. [20, Theorem 8.9]), it is possible to avoid the inductive 
approach of Corwin and Howe [6]. This gives a very simple description of 
the representations of D*, including the case p = 2. The same procedure 
works in the matrix algebra case. We do not give a new proof of the bijec- 
tivity of these correspondences, but refer to the papers of Koch and Zink 
[ 131 and Moy [ 151, respectively. Moy’s proof of the bijectivity also works 
in the case p = 2. For the calculation of the E-factors and the construction 
of the twists, we use a simplified version of the methods of Bushnell and 
Frohlich [3]. This applies to the division algebra case and to the matrix 
algebra case in the same manner. By using the Weil-Deligne group W; 
instead of W,, the functoriality properties of the obtained correspondences 
can be described in an especially simple form. 
The author thanks E.-W. Zink and P. Kutzko for stimulating discussions 
and valuable hints. 
Now we fix some notations. Let C, be a complementary subgroup in F* 
(i.e., F* = C, x Uk), and let . tiF. F+ Q=* be an additive character. We 
assume that tif is trivial on P,, but not on 0,. For every tamely ramified 
finite extension K/F, uK denotes the normalized valuation of K, 0, the ring 
of integers in K, P, the maximal ideal of O,, k, the residue field 0,/P,, 
W, the Weil group of K, I, the inertia group in W,, C, the unique 
complementary subgroup in K* containing C,, tiK the additive character 
ICIFoTrK,F, and, for i> 0, UK = 1 + Pi the ith principal unit subgroup 
in K*. We identify the characters of W, and K* via the canonical 
isomorphism K* + W$‘, and denote by 1 IK the normalized absolute value 
on K* and the corresponding character of W,, respectively. For every 
finite-dimensional central division algebra D over F, vg denotes the nor- 
malized valuation of D, 0, the ring of integers in D, P, the maximal ideal 
of OD, Tr,,, and NDIF the reduced trace and norm, respectively, tiD the 
additive character tiF oTrDIp, and, for i > 0, Ui = 1 + Pi the ith principal 
unit subgroup in D*. For each extension K/F of degree n, we fix an 
isomorphism 
A = M,(F) g End, K 
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of F-algebras, and define 
O,(K) = (.Y E A/x(Pk) E P> for every integer i}, 
PA(K) = {x E A/x( PK) C Pp ’ for every integer i j. 
Moreover, Tr,,, and NAIF denote the matrix trace and determinant respec- 
tively and +.A the additive character tiF 0 TrAIF. 
2. PARAMETRIZATION OF REPRESENTATIONS BY ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
We begin by recalling Howe’s definition of an admissible pair (cf. [12]). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K/F be a tamely ramified finite extension and x a 
character of K* (i.e., a continuous homomorphism K* + C*). The pair 
(K/F, x) is called admissible if the following two properties are fulfilled. 
(i) If there is a factorization x = x’ 0 NKiL, where L is a subfield of K 
containing F, and x’ is a character of L*, then L = K. 
(ii) If there is a factorization x( Cj; = ~‘0 N,, 1 U;, where L is a sub- 
field of K containing F, and x’ is a character of U z, then K/L is unramilied. 
Two pairs (K,/F, xi) and (K,/F, xZ) are called equivalent if there is an 
F-algebra isomorphism h: K, + Kz such that xZ 2 h 1 K; = xi. 
For finite extensions K/L/F, Ind,, denotes the induction map from the 
set of finite-dimensional representations of W, into the set of linite-dimen- 
sional representations of W, and A,, the character det(Ind,,, 1) of L*. 
There, we consider all extensions inside a fixed algebraic closure of F, and, 
therefore, the corresponding Weil groups as subgroups of W,. For the 
proof of the following theorem, we refer to [ 13, 1.81. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that n is not divisible by p. The map 
(K/F, X) H o(KIF, X) = Ind,,- x 
defines a bijection between the set qf equivalence classes of admissible pairs 
of degree n (i.e., [K : F] = n) and the set of equivalence classes of 
n-dimensional irreducible representations of W,. Moreover, this map enjoys 
the following properties. 
(i) a(K/F, (~oN,,)x)=~@~(K/F,x) ifp is a character of F*. 
(ii) @K/F, x-‘) = o(KJF, x)” (the contragredient representation). 
(iii) det a(K/F, x) = AKIFxIFe. 
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In the constructions below, we will need a variant of Howe’s factoriza- 
tion lemma (cf. [ 121). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair, K, = K, and, for every 
positive integer i, K,/F the minimal subextension of K/F such that x/ o; fac- 
tors through N,,. Then, for every nonnegative integer i, there is an element 
ci E C, u (0) and a character xi of K,* satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) cO= 1. 
(ii) For almost all i, ci =O, and xi = 1. 
(iii) For all i not satisfying (ii), vK(cj) = -i, andfor every x E K, such 
that vK(x) > i/2, 
X;(l +X)=$K,(Cix). 
(iv) Zf i is positive, xi(Ki*) is finite. 
(~1 x = I-Ii,, xi ON,,. 
Euery choice of ci and xi according to these conditions satisfies 
and 
F(c,/j 3 i) = K;, for all positive i, 
XilK,nU;+l = 13 for all i. 
Proof First, we show the existence of c, and xi with the desired 
properties. If x is trivial on Ui, we may take cO= 1, x0=x, and ci = 0, 
xi = 1, for each positive i. Otherwise, let j denote the smallest positive 
integer such that x is trivial on Up ‘. Set ci = 0, xi = 1 if i> j, and let 
cj E C, be the unique element satisfying 
Xl l + x, = IcIKCcjx)2 for every x E Pi. 
Then v,(cj) = -j, and, since XI r/‘~ factors through N,,,,, cj is contained in 
K,Ui n C, = C,. Let 1 be the smallest integer greater than j/2. The map 
x H 1 + x defines an isomorphism of abelian groups 
P:, n K,/P;+ 1 n K, + Vi n K,IU’,t ’ n K,. 
Consequently, there is a character x, of KF, with finite image, satisfying 
Xj(l +x)=$K,(c~xh for every x E Ki n Pi. 
Fix such a x~, and consider the character x’ = x(x, 0 N,$’ of K*. x‘ is 
trivial on U;, and, for every positive i, ~‘1 U; factors through N,,. The 
existence statement now follows by induction onj. 
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Let ci, xi with the above properties be chosen. Then from (ii) and (iii), 
it follows that xi is trivial on K, n UK’ ‘, for every i. If ci = 0, for all 
positive i, x must be trivial on Uk, and therefore’ K, = F, for all positive i. 
Otherwise, let j be the greatest positive integer such that ci # 0. From (iii) 
and (v), it follows that ~1 Ui = 1, ~3 NKIK, I Ui ,factors through N,,(,,,, and 
therefore F(ci) = K,. Since x is trivial on Ul,+ I, we have Ki = F, for each 
i> j. Put F’ = K,, c,! = 0, and xi the trivial character of F’* if i 3 j, and 
ci = ci, x: = xi if i < j. Consider now the pair (K/F’, x’), where 
x‘= fi x:“N,,. 
For every positive i< j, K,/F’ is the minimal subextension of K/F’ such 
that ~‘1~;; factors through N,,,,. The remaining part of the lemma, there- 
fore, follows by induction on j. 
As Koch and Zink [ 131, we prefer to avoid the use of Weil’s representa- 
tions of the symplectic groups in the construction of representations of D* 
and GZ,(F) respectively, since this would require a separate treatment of 
the case p = 2. We will use the following general technical lemma instead. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup, and fo, z$ finite 
characters of subgroups U, U* of G subject to the following conditions. 
(i) G = UH and N = U n H has finite index in U. 
(ii) N is normal in H and H/N is a finite abelian p-group. 
(iii) There is a nondegenerate alternating bilinear form 
x: HjNx H/N+@* 
such that, for all h, , h2 E H, 
s,(h,h,h,‘h,‘) = X(h, N, h,N). 
(iv) z. and t$ agree on N c U* n U and (U* n U)/N is a p-Sylow 
group in U/N. 
(v) There is a subgroup H* in H containing U* n H, normalizing 
(U*, r$) with 
(H: H*)=(U*nH:N). 
(vi) H’(G/H, [F,) = 0. 
Then there is, up to equivalence, exactly one representation T of G having the 
following properties. 
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(1) ZI H is irreducible. 
(2) zl,=Gl@W,f or a representation W of U/N with det W = 1. 
Moreover, dim z = (G : U)li2 and Tr tl H,N = 0. 
Proof: We may replace G by G/N n ker r,,, and assume, therefore, that 
G is finite. There is, up to equivalence, exactly one irreducible representa- 
tion rr of H such that 7~1 N is a multiple of z0 1 N. 7~ is the so-called Heisenberg 
representation of H attached to TV 1 N. It satisfies 
dim n = (H : N)“’ = (G : 17)“~ and Trrc -0 H\N - 
(cf. [20, 4.21). (iii) implies that T,,[ N is H-invariant, hence G-invariant. 
Therefore the equivalence class of rr is G-invariant, too. Let V denote the 
representation space of 71. It follows from Schur’s Lemma that there is a 
projective representation 
subject to the following conditions. 
(a) r(g) n(h) r(g)-’ = x(ghg-I) and 
r&h) = T(g) n(h) if gEG, hsH. 
(b) r(f)=id,. 
(c) t( U = rO@ W, for a map W: U/N + Gf( I’) with det W= 1. 
The factor set of 7 defines a 2-cocycle on U/N = G/H with values in 
pm(C) = {z E C/z” = I>, where m = dim V. 
Let o E H2( U/N, &C)) be its cohomology class. By (v), there is a 
subgroup I of H* containing U* n H such that Z/N is a maximal isotropic 
subspace of H/N with respect to X and a character r, of U*Z extending t$. 
Since z$ and r0 agree on N, 
extends rr and 
r* = IndU*H U’I =I 
W*=T,‘I u*nu oT*l Ll*nC/ 
is a representation of (U* n U)/N, hence 
(det W*)‘= 1, where t = (U* n U : N). 
641,31('1-5 
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Therefore w  is contained in the kernel of the natural map 
H2(U/N, da=)) --f H’((U* n V/N, P,,(@)). 
But (iv) and (vi) imply that this map is injective. This proves the existence 
of a represenation r of G with the desired properties. Since by (vi), 
H’(GIH, da=)) = 0, 
r is unique, up to equivalence. 
Let us fix now a division algebra D with centre F, and assume that p 
does not divide the index n of D over F. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair, 
of degree dividing n, and choose Ki, ci, xi, for each i>O, as in Lemma 2.3. 
We embed K into D, and denote by e(D/K) the ramification index of D 
over K. For every i > 0, let Di be the centralizer of Kj in D. Put y0 = s0 = 1, 
and for every positive integer i, 
r, = min(dE Z/2d> ie(D/K)}, 
si =min(d~Z/2d>ie(D/K)]. 
Moreover, let 
1+ 1 P;nD,+, 
i30 > 
and, for every i 3 0, 
Si=D*(l+P.;nDi+,+P;). 
Define a character rro of So by the conditions 
~olub= 1 and no 1 D; = Zoo ND~/K. 
We apply Lemma 2.4 to construct a representation 7ci of S,, for each 
positive i. For this end, we put 
G = Si, 
U= D,+U;, 
H= Si A F*U;, 
and define a character to of U by the conditions 
50 ID; = xi” ND,,K, 
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and 
Then 
zo( 1 + x) = @,(c;x) if XE P;. 
H/NEPgnD;+I/(P>nD;+P’t,nDi+1) 
is an F,-vector space, and the order of 
G/H E D;/F* U ;, 
is not divisible by p. Moreover, if we put 
x(x3 Y)=$D(ci(x.Y-Y-x)), forall x,y~P>nD~+~, 
we obtain, via the above isomorphism, a nondegenerate alternating bilinear 
form 
X: HjNx H/N-+@* 
(cf. [ 13, 4.71). Therefore, taking H* = H, U* = N and r$ = rO 1 N, proper- 
ties (i), . . . . (vi) of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied, and the following conditions 
determine, up to equivalence, a unique representation ni of Sj. 
(i) rci 1 S, n u; is irreducible. 
(ii) nil.:=(XioNDI/K,)O Wi, for a representation Wi of 
Dy/F*Ub, with det W, = 1. 
(2.5) 
(iii) 7ci( 1 +x) = ijD(cix) 7ci( 1) if XEP;. 
Now we define 
and 
7c= @ 7cilS 
i>O 
IZ,(K/F, x) = Ind,D* z. 
The following theorem is proved in [ 131. 
THEOREM 2.6. The map (I, provides a bijection between the set of 
equivalence classes of admissible pairs, of degree dividing n, and the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of D*. Moreover, this map 
enjoys the following properties. 
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(i) ZI,(K/F, (P~,N~,~)x)=(P”N,,,)O~~,(K/F,X) ifp is a charac- 
ter of F*. 
(ii) IZ,(K/F, x -‘) = Il,(K/F, x)” (the contragredient representation). 
(iii) The central character of II= I;I,(K/F, x) is o, = f’CK’FIIF*. 
Let us now turn our attention to the matrix algebra case. We consider 
A = M,(F), with n not divisible by p. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair of 
degree n, fix an isomorphism A z End, K, and choose Ki, ci, x, as in 
Lemma 2.3. For every positive i, put 
and 
Sl =K*(O,(K)nA,)* (1 + P,(K)C”+“121 n Ai+ 1 + PA(K)Cfi21+1), 
where, for a real number a, [a] denotes the greatest integer which is not 
greater than a. Moreover, let 
&=K*(O,(K) n A,)*( l+ P,(K)) 
and 
S’= K*(O,(K) n A,)* 1 + c P,(K)'n Azi+ I . 
i>O > 
Note that 
k; =O;(l +P,JK))/(l +P,(K)) 
c (OAK) n A,)* (I+ PAK))I(l + P,(K)) z Gl,(k,,), 
where fi = [k, : kK,], and that x0 lo: defines a character X0 of kg. The 
following result of Green [ 111, therefore, enables us to construct a 
representation rcb of So. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let k be a finite field, k,/k an extension of degree n, and 
4 a character of k,* that does not factor through a norm Nk,,kz, with 
k c k’s k,. Fix an isomorphism k, E k”, and consider k,* E G = Cl,(k) E 
End, k,. Then there is, up to equivalence, a unique irreducible representation 
IId of G such that 
Trn,(x)=(-l)np’ n (l-q(x)‘) c ~45) 
i=l ;EClYl 
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if x is an element of G, with Jordan decomposition x = x,xU, x, being the 
semi-simple and x, the unipotent part, and 
r(x) = lengthkl,~l (k:), 
where kz ‘denotes the subspace of x,-invariant elements in k,,: 
q(x) = #kCx,l> 
c(x) = { 5 E k,*/c and x, are conjugated in G}. 
Since K/K, is unramified, there is a unique representation rcb of Sb such 
that 
and 
71bl(O~c(K)nA,)*(l+PA(K), is the pull-back of I710 
As above, we use Lemma 2.4 to construct a representation nj of S(, for 
each positive integer i. For this end, we put 
G= S(, 
U= K*(O,(K)nA,)* (1 +P,(K)[i”l+‘), 
H=S; nF*(l +P,(K)), 
and define a character t0 of U by the conditions 
and 
Then 
To IK*(OA(K)n A,)* = xi ~~NA,K, IK*(o~(K~~~,)~ 
zo(l + xl = $A(CiX) if XEP,(K)~“‘~+~. 
H/Nz PA(K)lti+ ‘~~1 n Ai+ ,/(PA(K)[(i+ 1)/2] n Ai + PA(K)[i/21+ l n A~+ I) 
is an If,-vector space, and there is an exact sequence 
The orders of k: and K*/F*Og are not divisible by p, and 
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where ei = e(K/K,) and .f, = f(K/K,) (cf. [4, 1.4.31). Moreover, if we put 
w4 Y) = $ACi(XJ - Y-U)), forall .x, 1’~P,~(K)[“+l”‘lnA,+,, 
we obtain, via the above isomorphism, an alternating bilinear form 
X: HjNx H/N+@*. 
Itiseasytoseethat,if.u~P~(K)~~~+’~;21nA,+,is~xed,~,(ci(xy-yx))=1, 
for all YEP~(K)~(~+‘)‘*~ n A,, ,, iff TrA,+,,IC,+,((~,~~-~~~i)(P~(IY)~~*+’~’2~n 
Ai+,))~PK,+I iff c,xc~~‘--.YEP,(K)~“‘~+‘~A~+,. 
The following lemma, therefore, shows that the form X is nondegenerate. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let K/F be u tamely ramiJied finite extension and c E C,. 
Then, for every positive integer i, 
{ x E A/cxc ~ ’ - XE P,(K)‘} = A,. + P,(K)‘, 
where A,. denotes the centralizer of c in A = End, K. 
Proof: Since K/F is tamely ramified, there is a positive integer m, not 
divisible by p, such that cm E F. If XE A and cxc ’ - XE Pa(K for every 
positive integer j, C’XC ’ -x E P,,(K)‘, and therefore x = xi + x2, where 
and 
x?=m-’ 1 (x-cixc-i)~P,4(K)‘. 
j= 1 
The opposite inclusion is obvious. 
Choose now a principal order 0, in A,+, such that 
(a) oi~O,(K)nAi+,, 
(b) xO,xP’=Oi if xEK*, 
(c) Oi n Aj is a minimal order in Ai. 
Let Pi denote the radical of Oi. We put 
H* = F*(l + P,(K) n A + p!;[(‘+ ‘)‘*I I I + PA( K)[“” + ’ ), 
U*=F*(l+P,nA,+P!;[“+“/*l+l 
I I I 
+ pA(K)Ci121+1 ), 
and define a character zz of U* by the conditions 
QIf*(I+P,n‘4,1= x, o NAJK, I F’( 1 + P, n A,) 
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and 
zo*( l + X) = $A(CiX) if x~P~C(‘+~l/2l+I+P~(K)Ci/21+1. 
It is then not hard to see that conditions (iv) and (v) in Lemma 2.4 are 
satisfied. The cohomology condition (vi) is a consequence of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let q be a power of p, and m a positive integer. Then 
H’(GE,(IF,), 5,) = L2 
if q=p=m=2 
otherwise. 
Proof. We begin with the case q = p = 2. The group G12(F2) is a semi- 
direct product of a subgroup of order 2 and a normal subgroup of order 
3, and, for m # 2, G1,(5,) is simple (cf. ES, 2.11). Hence 
mx&), IF,) = 
E2 if m=2 
o 
otherwise, 
Consider now the case q > 2. Then PSI,( IF,,) is simple (cf. [ 5, 2.1 I), hence 
H’(PSZ,(F,), IF,) vanishes. Since the order of lFy* is not divisible by p, the 
exact sequences 
and 
l- SI,( Fy) n Fy* - SI,( IF,) - PS1,( F,) --+ 1 
l- Sf,(F,)- GI,(F,)+!+ ffy* - 1 
imply the vanishing of H’(Gf,(F,), IF,). 
Now we can apply Lemma 2.4 again, and obtain, for every positive i, a 
representation rc: of S(, up to equivalence, uniquely determined by the 
following properties. 
(i) n( IS;n(, + PA(Kn is irreducible. 
(ii) 41K*(oa(K)nA,)* = (XiON,,,K,)IK*(OA(K)nA,)*O w;, 
for a representation W; of K*(O,(K) n Ai)*/F*(l + P,(K) n A;) 
with det W,! = 1. 
(iii) nl( 1 + x) = tia(cix) nl( 1) if XEP,(K)~“*~+‘. (2.10) 
As above, we define 
11’= @ 7c(ls. 
i>o 
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and 
ITA (K/F, x) = Ind $* n’. 
The following theorem is proved in [ 151. 
THEOREM 2.11. The map n, provides a bijection between the set of 
equivalence classes of admissible pairs of degree n and the set of equivalence 
classes of irreducible supercuspidal representations of A* = GI,(F). 
Moreover, this map enjoys the following properties. 
0) U,(KIE;; (P~N,,)x)=(P”N,,,)O~~,(K/F,X) ifp is a chat- 
ter of F*. 
(ii) I;I,(K/F, x-l) = 17,(K/F, x)” (the contragredient representation). 
(iii) The central character of Ll=U,,(K/F, x) is o~=xI~~. 
3. L- AND &-FACTORS 
Let us recall the definitions and basic properties of the L- and s-factors 
we will be concerned with. Fix a finite-dimensional simple F-algebra B and 
an irreducible admissible representation 
Then 
n: B* + Gf( V). 
72: B* -+ Gl( V) 
denotes the contragredient admissible representation and M(z) the space of 
matrix coefficients of rr, i.e., the vector space of complex-valued functions 
on B* spanned by all functions of the form 
f(x)= (4x)4 a>, for every x E B*, 
where VE V, GE v, and 
() ):VxL@ 
denotes the natural pairing. There is a natural isomorphism 
M(7l) + M(7t) 
sending f to f, with 
fW=fW), for every x E B*. 
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If B, is a division algebra with centre K such that B= M,(B,), and 
dim, B, = d2, we define 
i(B) = md and sgn( B) = ( - 1 )m(d- ’ I. 
Denote by S(B) the space of all locally constant compactly-supported com- 
plex-valued functions on B, and by t,Gs the additive character $,oTrBIK, 
where Tr B,K stands for the reduced trace of B over K. Fix a Haar measure 
d*x on B*, and let dx be the Haar measure on B, normalized such that the 
Fourier inversion formula 
$(x)=(+x) 
holds, for every 4 E S(B) and x E B, if 4 is defined by 
6(y) = c, d(x) $dxv) dx, for every y E B. 
For XE B*, put ]xIB= ]N,,,xl,, where N,, denotes the reduced norm of 
B over K. The following statements are taken from [9, IO], respectively. 
(3.1) There is a real number r = Y(X) such that, for every C$ E S(B) and 
f E M(n), the integral 
converges to a holomorphic function on the half-plane Re(s) > r. 
(3.2) There is a unique polynomial P(X)E@[X] such that 
(i) P(0) = 1, 
(ii) for every 4~ S(B) and f EM, there is a Q(X)E@[X, X-‘1 
such that 
W-‘) Z(h f, s) = Q(P) if Re(s) > r, 
(iii) there are 4,) . . . . 4, E S(B) and fi, . . . . ft E M(n) such that 
P*(W+ ... +Q,(W= 1, 
with Q,(X) determined by dj andf, as in (ii). 
We define 
L(n)=P(l))‘ECU {a}. 
(3.3) There is a unique Laurant polynomial R(X)e@[X, X-‘1 
enjoying the following property. If, for arbitrary 4 E S(B) and f E M(n), 
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Q(X) is defined as in (3.2.ii), and if e(X) is defined analogously by 
4~ S(B) and f~ M(f), then 
O(P li+ l”‘x-l)=R(X) Q(p’i-l”?~), 
where i = i(B). 
It follows that R(X) E C*J?‘, for an integer a. We define 
I = sgn(B) R( 1) EC*. 
It is then easy to see that 
&(7cOl i”,)=&(7r)pUS, for every s E @. 
(3.4) If rr is supercuspidal (i.e., every f~ M(x) is compactly-supported 
mod K*), then 
(1- lbl~P”‘271(b))P’ if B is a division algebra, with i = i(B), 
L(7c) = 
rt is an unramilied character, 
and b is a prime element of B 
1 otherwise. 
(3.5) Let Cc B* be an open subgroup containing K* and rro an 
admissible representation of G. Assume that G/K* is compact and that 
x = Indz* rro 
is irreducible. Then 
s(rr)=sgn(B) Iblrx(b)p’ 
if B is a division algebra, G = B*, rc is an unramified character, and b is a 
prime element of B. Otherwise, 
E(n) no(l) = sgn(B) 1 no(x)-’ $Jx) I.xlg -‘)P d.~, 
G 
where i = i(B). 
Bushnell and Frohlich [4] have proved a relation between root numbers 
that can be expressed in our notations as follows. 
(3.6) Let G E B* be a maximal compact-mod-centre subgroup and p a 
ramified character of K*. Define 
d~oN,~,lG) = w(B) j (P~N,~)(x)V’ $B(x) lxl!i -‘)” 4 
G 
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where i= i(B). If B is a division algebra, and G = B*, this coincides with 
the definition in (3.3) (cf. (3.5)). Then 
4~ 0 NB,K I G) = 4~ 1’. 
In particular, we will apply these facts when B= D, A, or a finite extension 
K/F. Moreover, we will need the L- and &-factors of Galois representations 
(cf. C81). 
(3.7) For every finite extension K/F and every finite-dimensional 
representation CJ: IV, + GI( V), we define 
L(a)=det(l -~J(I+~~)I~I~)-~ECU {oo}, 
where VIK denotes the subspace of Z=invariant elements of V and #K an 
element of IV, which, under the natural homomorphism W, + K*, is 
mapped onto a prime element of K. 
(3.8) For every finite extension K/F and every finite-dimensional 
representation 0 of W,, there is a unique complex number E(C) satisfying 
the following conditions. 
(i) If dim r~ = 1, i.e., c corresponds with a character rc of K*, then 
&(@I = &(71), 
as defined in (3.3). 
(ii) For all finite extensions K/L/F, there is a A,, E C* such that, for 
every finite-dimensional representation c of W,, 
&(Ind,,,o) = J.$r E(O). 
(iii) If 0,, rs2 are finite-dimensional representations of WK, then 
The following facts are proved in [3, (10.1) and (7.1)]. 
(3.9) Let K/L/E/F be finite extensions. Then 
A K/E = AK,LAi$L1 
and 
A -A,, IEe A&jL’. K/E - 
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(3.10) If K/L/F are tamely ramified finite extensions, and e =e(K/L), 
f = f(K/L), q = #kK, then 
&L=(-l)/-’ 4 
0 
if e is odd, 
e 
%z,,,= -’ 
( > 4 
if e is even, 
and, for every x E L*, 
d,,(x) = A$-’ if e is odd, 
if x E NKIKs(K*) 
otherwise 
if e is even and K’ denotes the unique 
subfield of K containing L such that K/K’ is a ramified quadratic extension. 
(3.11) Let K/L/F be tamely ramified finite extensions, c E P,, and x a 
character of L* such that 
Then 
x(1 + cx) =1//L(x) for every x E 0,. 
s(~@Ind,, l)=dK,L(c)~(x)[K’L1. 
The aim of this section is the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair, of degree dividing n, 
m = n/[K : F], cr = o(K/F, x), IZ= Il,(K/F, x), and IT’ = n,(K/F, x) jf 
[K:F]=n. 
(i) If x is unraml$ed, then 
L(z7)= L(o@ 1 Iy”‘) 
and 
&(U)=(-l)n-l E(0). 
(ii) Zf the conductoral exponent f(x) is 1, then 
L(Ll)=L(a)= 1, 
&( z7) = &(cFy, 
andif [K:F]=n, 
L(W) = 1, 
&(zz’) = E(d). 
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(iii) Iff(x) = 1+ 1 > 1, and K,, c, are fixed as in Lemma 2.3, then 
L(l7) = L(a) = 1, 
4n)= t-1)” (Tr ~Ac,))~’ ((-l)c”‘“il ~“KIK,~KIK,(~I)~(~))m, 
andif [K:F]=n, 
L(zI’) = 1, 
Proof: The assertions concerning the L-factors are evident from (3.4) 
and (3.7). If x is unramilied, then K = F, B =x, and I7= x 0 N,,,. Therefore 
(i) is an easy consequence of (3.5). 
Consider now the case f (x) = 1. Then K/F is unramilied, S = Do* U b, and 
l7= Indt’ n, where rr is the character of S determined by 
&,;= 1 
and 
40; = XOND~,K. 
Hence, by (3.5) 
E(X) = (- l)n-’ j rc(x))’ $Jx) jx)(dpn)‘2 dx. 
s 
If y E S with vD(y) < 0, then 
s NJ; n(x)-’ $Jx) )x);-~)‘~ dx 
=7cw vQL4.Y) lJ4b’-““2 s ccI&) dx = 0, ~pD 
since ll/D is a nontrivial character on yP,. If y E S with uD( v) > 0, then 
I ).o. 4x)-’ II/o(x) I4 b’-“)” dx D 
=x(y)-’ l~lb”+‘)‘~ * n(x)-’ dx=O, 
I 
‘D 
since K/F is unramified, hence 0; = O&, U b E S, and rcj 0; is a nontrivial 
finite character. Therefore 
&(7r)=(-l)“-l/ , x(x)-’ It/o(x) dx. 
0, 
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The above normalization of Haar measures on D and D, respectively gives 
vol,(PD)=(o,:P,) ‘~‘=(ODO:Pn,~)~“~=vol,“(P,,), 
hence 
E(X)=(-l)nq l 7r(X)-~1ijn0(X)dx. 
*Do 
Similarly one obtains 
4Xo&“,K)=(-l)m ’ J’ , n(x) ~-’ $D,,(x) dx. ODO 
Together with (3.6), this implies 
&(7r)=(-l)“-m&(~)m. 
Moreover, by (3.8.ii) and (3.10), 
&(cT)=~~,~&(X)= (- l)CK:F’-’ E(X), 
hence 
&(z7) = &((Ty. 
We keep the assumptionf(X) = 1, and assume in addition that [K : F] = n. 
Then S’ = F*O,(K)*, and Ii” = IndA,.* rr’, where x’ is determined by 
and 
?f I OA(K)* = pull-back of Zi’, via the map 
O,(K)* + O,(K)*/( 1 + P,(K)) z Gl,(k,). 
There I7, denotes Green’s representation associated with the character X of 
kg given by XI o;. By (3.5) 
E(b)=(-l)n-lE(X)=(-l)“-l j x(x)P’$,(x)dSx 
K* 
As above, we obtain 
s x(x)-’ t,bK(x)dx=O if y~K*andv,(y)<O, .IdJ:, 
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and 
s )o. xW’ti&)dx=O if yEK*andv,(y)>O, ’ K 
hence 
dc)=(--l)“-’ jot x(x)-’ ti&)dx. 
The Haar measure on K is normalized such that 
vol,(P,) = (0, : P&l’* = q-n/z, 
where q = #k,. Therefore 
&(+-l)n-lq-*l* ,;* i(x)-’ VhAx), 
K 
where $K denotes the additive character of k, defined by tiKIOx. On the 
other hand, we have by (3.5), 
W’) n’( 1) = Is, n’(x)-’ t,bA(x) [x1(‘-“)‘* dx. A 
As above, one verifies that 
I n’(x)-’ tjA(x) IxI(~-~)‘~ dx=O A if YESI and yelEPa(K), v(’ + PA(K)) 
and 
71'(X)-'$/j(x) IXI~-n”2dx=0 if y E S’ and y E PA(K), 
since rr’IOaCKj* is a nontrivial irreducible representation, and the operator 
s OACKj* Y?(X)-’ dx is invariant under right and left multiplication by x’(z), 
respectively, for every z E O,(K)*, hence vanishes. The normalization of the 
Haar measure on A gives 
volA(PA(K))=(OA(K) : PA(K))-1’2=qp”2’2, 
and therefore 
&(zz’) z7,( 1) = qpnQ 1 n,(x)-’ $,(x,, 
r: E GlJkf) 
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where +A denotes the additive character of M,(k,) g O,(K)/P,(K) defined 
by $A Iocw Taking traces on both sides, this implies 
(q”- I)-’ q”” #Gl,(k,) c(I7’)= c Tr ZZ,(xP’) $,(x), 
XE Gl,fk~l 
since by (2.7), 
dim Z7x = (q” - 1) ~ ’ q(” - n’)/2 # Gl,(k,). 
Using (2.7), we compute the right side of this equation. If x~Gl,(k~) is 
such that C(X) is empty, Tr 17,(xP ‘) vanishes. If, on the other hand, 
5 E c(x), then @Ax) = S,(t), hence 
(-l)‘-’ (q”- 1))’ q*‘* #Gl,(k,) &(I7’) 
where 
the summation being extended over all x E G/,(/C,) such that 4 is contained 
in c(x), and d= [kF(<) : k,]. The number of elements in the conjugacy 
class of 5 in Gl,(k,) obviously equals the index of Glnld(kF(r)) in GE,(k,). 
Therefore 
g(5) = (GLW,) : W&b(S))) s’(t), 
with 
r’(x) - 1 
g%)=C n Cl-qdi), .Y i= 1 
the sum being extended over all unipotent elements x in Glnld(kF(l)), and 
r’(x) = dimkpcr, (k.i), 
where kg denotes the subspace of x-invariant elements in k, z kF(on? 
But now Lemma 3.13 below says 
g’(t)=(q”-I)-’ #%,,(k,(t)), 
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hence 
s(O=(q”- I)-’ #GL(k,), 
and therefore 
LEMMA 3.13. Let G = Gl,(k), for a finite field k and a positive integer m. 
Then 
r(x) ~ I 
,fi n (1-qi)=(qm-1))’ #G, 
” i= I 
where q = #k, r(x) = dimk((k”)“), and G, denotes the set of unipotent 




P= A=(m,, . . . . m,)JmiEZ,m,2m,> ... am,>& 1 mi=m , 
i=l I 
the set of all partitions of m. For every positive integer j, let 
11 0 
0 . . . . 
xi= ! . .. . 1 i E Glj(k), . 
0 0 1 
and for every partition A E P, let 
xj, = E G. 
Then every unipotent matrix x in G is contained in the conjugacy class of 
x2, for a unique 1= (m,, . . . . m,) E P, where r = r(x). Moreover, the number 
of elements in the conjugacy class of x1 equals al(q)-’ #G, where a,(q) 
denotes the number of elements in the centralizer of Xi. in G. The following 
formula is proved in [ 17, Chap. I, Corollary 5.15(ii) J: 
c( 
r-1 
a,(q)-’ n (l-q’) =(qm- 1)-l. 
ItP i=l > 
641/38/l-6 
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There r denotes the length of ,I, i.e., E, = (m,, . . . . m,). Multiplying this 
equation by #G, we obtain the assertion of the lemma. 
Having proved (ii), we assume f(x) = I + 1 > 1 now. Fix K,, c,, xi, as in 
Lemma 2.3, and put r = r,, s=sI, c==CIPO ci. Then u,(c)= -1. The 
following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 3.14. With the preceding notations 
4X) = $fc(c- Cl) x(c)- l x,(c,YK-K” 4x1 @N/c,,). 
Proof. For every y E K*\cU $I’ r”*‘, $K defines a nontrivial finite 
character on (y-c)P, c”21 + ’ Furthermore, Lemma 2.3 implies . 
x(1 +.x)=$&cx) if XE PF’21+1. 
Therefore 
=X(Y)-’ $,AY) 1~1, j-pp2,+, $tA(.v-cb)dx=O 
if y E K*\cUS,(‘+ “irl. Hence by (3.5), 
&(X) = i-&,/2, x(x).-’ I)~(x) dx. 
K 
Using Lemma 2.3 again, we note that 
x(-x) = $K((C - cO(x - 1 ))(X/ o NK,K,)(-r) if eye fJ~‘f~ll*l, 
hence 
Similarly, for xI 0 N,, instead of x, we obtain 
4x10 N,,) 
Since lclK = Ic,IK, the assertion of the lemma follows. 
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Let us compute s(Z7) now. Obviously, cUS,c S, and if YES\CUL, then 
rjD defines a nontrivial finite character on (I? - c)P’,. Moreover, by 
(2.5.iii), 
n(1 +x)=$Jcx)71(1) if XE Ph. 
Therefore 
s n(x)-’ t,bJx) l~Ib’~““‘dx yu, D 
=qJv IcID(Y) Mb”+‘)‘* s $n((v-c)x)dx=O, 5 
hence by (3.5), 





n(x)-’ t,bD(cx) dx. 
L’E, 
Since c;‘c is contained in Uk, (2.5.ii) gives 
71(C,~‘C)=~(C,-‘C)%(1). 
Further, for O< i<l, c, commutes with 1 + P;nDi+l, hence xi(c,) com- 
mutes with n,(S, n Ub) z @*x,(1 + P.f; n D,, r). By Schur’s Lemma, since 
zi 1 s, n U; is irreducible, ni(cl) must be a scalar operator. Moreover, since 
K/F is tamely ramified and c, E CK, there is a positive integer g such that 
p does not divide g and cl” E F*. Hence by (2.5.ii), 
and 
det rrj(cI) = (xi oNK,K,)(~,)mdlmnl. 
Since dim xi is a power of p, hence is relatively prime to g, we conclude 
~i(CI)=(XioNK,K,)(Cl)* xi(1). 
Obviously, 
%(Cl) = XO(c,)m~ 
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and therefore 
1.~ 1 
n(c) = xtc,- w  n(c,) = x(c)” 0 x,(1 10 W,(Cl) . 
1=0 
Moreover, by (2.5.iii ), 
4x)-’ Ic/D(CX) = $D(C - Cl) Il/D(ClX) 
( 
I-1 
x @ 7ci(l)@7rn,(x)-’ if XEU;. 
i=O 
Together with the above equation for s(D), this yields 
E(D) W,(c,)=(-1)“~‘~(c)~“Ic/~(c-c,) ]clb”+‘)‘* I nr(x)-’ $dc/x) dx. ux 
Note that by Lemma (2.4) 
Tr r,(x) = 0 if XE US,\(l +PS, nD, +P&). 
Thus taking traces we have 
&(Z7) Tr W,(c,) = (- l)npl x(c)-” tiD(c) JcI ~+“‘* 
X 
I Anal +x)~‘) II/D(clx) dx, PD n D/ + FD 
where by (2.5.ii) and (2.5.iii), 
~,(l+X)~l~D(CIX)=(XI~~D,,K,)(l+Y)-l $D(C,Y)dl) 
ifx=y+z, yeP;nD,, ZEP;, and by Lemma2.4, 
dim n, = (P.; : P”, n D, + P;)1’2, 
From our normalization of Haar measures on D and D, respectively, one 
easily derives the identities 
(P”D : Pp Icl”d’ vol,(P’,) = 1 
and 
(P”,nD,:P’,nD,)1’2~~,~$~volo,(P~nD,)=1, 
where n’ = n/C& : F]. Since Ic, I D, = (cl D, we have, in particular, 
dimrc,~~]~~~)~~vol,(P~)=~c,]~~+~’~~vol,,(P’,nD,). 
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Thus 
.s(n)Tr W,(c,)=(-l)“-‘x(c))“$,(c) Ic~[~;+‘)‘~ 
X 
s c,(USDnD,) (Xl oND,,K,)(x)-l II/D,cx) 1X1;,-” )” dx. 
Using the same argument as above, we derive from (3.5) 
E(X, ’ ND,,K,) = ( - 1 I”‘- * 1 
r./lU;“D/) 
(XI ’ ND,,K,)b-’ $D,b) b b’,-“‘)” dx, 
hence 
E(n) ‘I-1 w,(C,) = (- 1 I’-“’ X(C)-” X/(C/)“’ $Dtc - C,) h./ OND,,K,). 
Now n’=m[K:K,], hence by (3.6) and (3.11), 
E(X, OND,,K,) = dXl)n’ = (I,,, E(X, OInd,, I))“, 
and therefore by (3.8.ii) and Lemma 3.14, 
&h ’ ND,,K,) = htcl)-“’ (~K,K,(CI) AK,, IcIK(C - cl)-’ x(c) E(X)lrn. 
Since $D(c - cl) = Ic/K(c - c,)~, we finally obtain 
4W Tr WAC,) = (- 1)” !( - l)CK:K’l JKIK, ~,&c,) 4~))~. 
The assertion concerning s(ZZ’), if [K : F] = n, follows by a completely 
analogous computation. Instead of xl 0 NDIIK,, we consider the character 
Xt o NA,,K, I K*(O”(K)n A,)‘> 
and obtain as above 
E(ZT) Tr W;(c,) 
and 
= x(c)- l XI(CPK” $,4(c- c,) 4X, o N‘4,,K,I K*(OI,K)nA,)*) 
&(X1 o NA,IK, IK’(Oa(K)n A,)*) 
= x,(c,)r” d,, (C/l h&&-w x(c) 4X). 
Since now n’=n/[K,:F]=[K:K,] and Il/a(c-c,)=II/K(~-~,), this 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4. TRACE CALCULATIONS 
This section is devoted to the calculation of the traces appearing in 
(3.12.iii). We start by recalling the r-function of Bushnell and Frohlich (cf. 
[3, Sect. 81). This is an integer-valued function on the set of isomorphism 
classes of pairs (M, y) consisting of a finite If,-vector space M and an 
automorphism y of M, whose order is not divisible by p, and that admits 
a y-invariant nondegenerate alternating bilinear form on M. It is uniquely 
determined by the following properties. 
(i) t(M,CBM2, rlOy,)==t(M,, Y,)W~,I~~). 
(ii) If M is a finite If,-vector space and y an 
automorphism of M, whose order is not divisible by 
p, let ti and y’ denote the dual vector space and 
automorphism respectively, M’ the set of y-invariant 
elements of M, and sgn(y) the signature of y con- 
sidered as a permutation of the finite set M. Then 
(4.1) 
(iii) Tf q is a power of p and CI E [F,?\[F,, let M = [F,) and 
y be multiplication by CC ‘. Then 
if z is a square in IF,? 
otherwise. 
We note two additional properties of the t-function. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m be a positive odd integer. 
(i) If (M, y) is a pair as above, and M’ denotes the set of y”-invariant 
elements of M, then 
t(M, y) = t( M’, y ) t( M/M’, y”‘). 
(ii) If m is not divisible by p, 
M= ((x1, . . . . xm)EF,m/XI+ .‘. +x,=0}. 
and y(x,, . . . . x,) = (x,, . . . . x,, x,), then 
t(M,‘i)= ; . 
0 
Proof: (ii) is [3, (9.3.5)]. We prove (i), starting with a general remark. 
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Let L be an arbitrary field, V a finite-dimensional L-vector space, and CI a 
semi-simple automorphism of V. Then, obviously, 
v= V”@(tl-- 1)V. 
If X: V x V+ L is a nondegenerate, cc-invariant bilinear form, the above 
direct sum is orthogonal with respect to X. In particular, we- have an 
orthogonal decomposition 
(M, Y) = (M’, Y)O CM”, YL 
where M” = (y” - 1) A4. Replacing M by M”, we are reduced to show that 
t(M, y”) = t(M, y) if M’= (0). S ince m is odd, this is obvious for pairs of 
type (4.l.ii) and (Cl.iii), and since t is uniquely determined by the proper- 
ties (4.1), we are done. 
In our calculations below, we will use the following fact concerning the 
signature of a special type of permutations. 
LEMMA 4.3. Ifp > 2, M= [Fp”, and y(xl, . . . . xm) = (x2, . . . . x,, x,), then 
Proof: If m is odd, sgn(y) = sgn(y”) = 1, as claimed. Take now m = 2r, 
N= F;, 6(x 1, ..., -x,1 = (x2 , . . ..- xc,, xl), and 2(x,, . . . . x,)= (x,, . . . . x-,, -x,). 
Then there is an isomorphism 
defined by the map 
t-x 1, ..*, x*)~((xl+-~,+I, . . . . -Y,+xm),(-Y*-x,+l )..., x,-x,)). 
Thus 
sgn(y) = (sgn(6) sgn(2 oS))#” = sgn(t), 
since #N =pr is odd. I has p’- ’ fixed points and pr- ‘(p - 1)/2 orbits of 
length 2. Hence 
sgn(l)=(-l)(P-l)/*= $.! . ( > 
Now, for a moment, we return to the situation of Lemma 2.4 and show 
the following complement. 
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LEMMA 4.4. We keep the notation and hypothesis of Lemma 2.4, and 
assume in addition that M= H/N is an [F,-vector space. Let y be an element 
of U/N and U’ the pre-image of the cyclic group generated by y with respect 
to the natural map U -+ U/N. We impose the following condition. 
(vii) There is a finite character p of U’H such that the order of y and 
p # (pz,)(N) are coprime. 
Then 
Tr W(y) = t(M, y), 
where y acts on M by conjugation, 
Proof Condition (vii) ensures the existence of a homomorphism 
t;: u'-+ (POW) 
which extends the character pz, 1 n. Then rb and pto 1 u, differ by a character 
of U/N = U’H/H. Hence there is a character p’ of U’H such that r r ( U’ ) = 
r r (N), where r r = p’to 1 u,. In particular, 
r=(y)=kerr,/Nnkerr,cU/N. 
Moreover, 
U’HJNr\kerr,=T# H’, with H’ = HJN n ker t , 
and 
U’/Nnkerr,=rxN’, with N’=N/Nnkerr,. 
Let t; denote the character of N’ determined by r , / N and r’ the representa- 
tion of TK H’ determined by p’t( a,n. Then ~‘1 Hz is irreducible, HI/N’ = M, 
and 
This reduces the assertion to the special case treated by Bushnell and 
Friihlich, and our lemma follows from [3, Theorem 8.6.11. 
After these preparations we can now formulate the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair, of degree dividing n, 
and suppose that I= f (x) - 1 is positive. Fix K,, c, as in Lemma 2.3 and W, 
as in (25ii). Let p denote the set of all roots of unity in Kr whose order is 
not divisible by p. Put q = # kr, f = f (K/F), f. = f (K,/F), and e, = e( K,/F). 
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Then 
(i) Tr Wl(cl) 
if n odd, I even 
ifn/eo = 2 (mod 4), e, even, cFCF n ,u @ pz 
ifn/eo = 2 (mod 4), e. even, c;“C, n p G p2 
-1 fn/eofo, I odd, (e. - l)f, = 0 (mod 4), c;OC, n p G pL2 
\ 1 otherwise. 
If [K : F] = n and W; is determined by (2.lO.ii), then 
i 
if n odd, 1 even 
if n = 0 (mod 4), f odd, 1 E 2 (mod 4) 
I -1 if n even, njfo odd, c, E Ci / l otherwise. 
Proof: First, we consider the case of a division algebra D, and apply 




where r = rl and s = s/. Let y be the residue class of c, mod N in U/N. Then 
U’H=(cI)C,~(l+P,nD,+P”,). 
Since K,/F is tamely ramified, the order of y is not divisible by p. There is 
a finite character p of U’H such that 
PI I+PL,~D,+I$= 1 
and 
PI (r,)C‘F = x,-I1'cK':F1 I (C,)CF' 
Then the order of 
(P~~NW=~~(~ + P,nD, +&I 
is a power of p, and we obtain by Lemma 4.4, 
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where 
and y acts by conjugation. Our assertion (i) is now an easy reformulation 
of [3, (9.9.2)]. In the case of a matrix algebra A = End, K, the same 
argument yields 
where now 
Tr II’; = r(M, II), 
M=p,(K)CU+ w21/pA(~)C(~+w nA, + p‘4(K)Cfirl+ I, 
and y is conjugation by c,. In particular, Tr W;(c,) = 1 if 1 is odd. We 
assume, therefore, that I= 2i, where i is a positive integer. Let 
N= P,(K)‘/P,(K)‘+ l, 
and denote by y the automorphism of N acting as conjugation by c,. By 
Lemma 2.8, 
N/N” = M. 
Fix prime elements pF E C, and pK E C,, and put 
5, =c,p; mod P, E kX 
and 
l2 = PFPK(’ mod P, E k:, 
where e = e(K/F). Then there is an isomorphism 
(N, y ) + ((End,,. kK)‘, ad 5 l ci s2’), 
where E(Y~, . . . . y,) = (y2, . . . . y,, {? JJ, 5; ‘), and ad 5 1 denotes conjugation 
of each component by 5,. This isomorphism is defined by the map 
x H (2,) . ..) i,,), 
where, for x E P,(K)’ and j = 1, . . . . e, 
I, =p;“+“xpkIo, E End,, 0,. 
We have to distinguish two cases now. Assume first that e = 2a, for an 
integer a, and put 
N, = (End,, kK)U 
and 
where E,J.Y,, 
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yo=adt,o$,, 
x,)=(x,, . . . . x,, tzxl~;‘). Then 
N,xN,+F, 
is a y,-invariant nondegenerate bilinear form, hence 
(N,Y)~:N,ON,,Y,OY,)~.N,O~~~,,/~OO~~’). 
Thus (4.1 .ii) implies 
hence by (4.2.i) 
t(N, Y) = sgn(yo) #NF, 
f(M Y I= wh). 
Now we remark that, in general, if k is an arbitrary finite field, V a finite 
k-bivector space, and a E k*, the two permutations of V acting as right and 
left multiplication by CI respectively have the same signature. Hence the 
permutation 
has signature 1. In particular, we have 
f(M Y) = sgn(~,)‘, 
where 8,(x,, . . . . x,) = (x2 3 . . . . x x,). Moreover, . (I, 
dimCP(End,,k,) =f’[k, : Fp] 
and 
Thus applying Lemma 4.3, we obtain 
-1 f(u-I) 
f(MY)= 4 3 
( > 
as claimed. Now we turn our attention to the case, where e is odd. Since 
K, =F(c,), this implies e= (i, e)e,,. Let iO = i/(i, e), k=k,, and yo=ye”. 
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Thus y0 acts as conjugation by 
< = c;opp mod P, E kg, 
and k = kF(t). In particular, there is an isomorphism 
(NYO, y) + (N’, y’p”, 
where 
and 
N’ = (End, kK)eo 
Y’(Yl 3 “.? Ye,) = (Yz, ..., Yro, .Vl). 
It can be described by (i, e) maps 
2 ++ (Y, I > ...' Yu .,L a= 1, . ..) (i, e), 
where, for x E P,(K)’ and j = 0, . . . . e, - 1, 
Yaj+l = (4:‘rt’j’) X,+.(,)(i,e)(4:5~(i’)~’ E End,,.k,, 
j- 1 
W) = C [(c(h) + XJld~ 
h=O 
c(j) E (0, ..., e, - 1 > with c(j) = 2i,j (mod e,), 
and, for j= 1, . . . . e, xi is defined as above. Note that 
and 
dimFp (En4 kK) = Ck, : ~,1f2/.fo 
4 = pr.: Fpl, 
and apply Lemma 4.2. By (4.2.ii), 
0 
f 
t(NYO/NY, y) = ; ) 
hence by (4.2.i), 




N, = {xe End,,k,/x< = o’(r)xl\, j = 0, . ..) fo - 1) 
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Ng(End,,k,)‘= @ N, , 
j=O 
and the map x H x o aj defines an isomorphism of k,-vector spaces (with 
respect to left multiplication) 
End, k, + N,. 
Thus we have, for j= 1, . . . . fO - 1, a y,-invariant nondegenerate bilinear 
form 
Nj x N/,_ j --, IF, 
(x3 Y) H TrkFIF, (Tr(v)), 
hence an isomorphism 
(Rj, PO’) g (Nfo-j, Yo). 
Since Nj is a k=bivector space, (4.l.ii) implies now 




1 if f. odd 
t(N”, y”) if f. = 2a, N” = End, k,, y” = multiplication by 5” -@I. 
If f. is even, (Cl.iii) gives 
since 
t(N”, y”) = 
(-l)ffO if 5 is a square in k 
1 
otherwise, 
dim, N” = (flfo)‘. 
Summarizing our calculations in the case of odd e, we obtain 
if fodd 
if f even, f/f0 odd, c, is a square in K, 
otherwise. 
as required. 
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5. THE TAME TWIST 
The natural bijection between the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
representations, of dimension dividing (equal to) 12, of W, and the set of 
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of D* (irreducible super- 
cuspidal representations of G/,,(F)) arising from a combination of 
Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 (Theorem 2.11) does not meet the 
functoriality conditions imposed by Langlands [14]. To overcome this 
deficiency, we alter the correspondence in Theorem 2.2 suitably. In order to 
ensure the compatibility of E-factors, we have to construct different 
modifications in the division and matrix algebra cases, respectively. The 
functoriality properties realized in this way are not sufficient to determine 
the desired bijections uniquely. So we can only exhibit one particular 
correspondence in each case, which, from our present appreciation of the 
situation, seems to be the simplest available. The following lemma is the 
starting-point of our construction. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let K/F be a @te extension whose degree is not divisible 
by p. Fix Jo (0, 11, and an element c E C, such that e( K/F(c)) is odd. 
Put e = e( K/F), f =,f(K/F), and q = #k,. Then there is a unique character 
A = 4K,F,,., of K* with the following properties. 
(i) A is tame, i.e., Ajr’:, = 1. 
(ii) Al F* = A,,. 
(iii) Zf e is odd, A is ram$ed iff f is even and 0 # vK(c) -j (mod 2), 
and A’= 1. 
(iv) Zf e is even, Alo; is a nontrivial quadratic character, A4 = 1, and 
A(c) = (c(~,~)/ I.,,, where 




Proof: Suppose first that e is odd, and define a character 6 of K* by 
6(x) = ny$y if XEK*. 
Then by (3.10), S2 = 1 and 61 F* = A,,. If f is odd, too, we may take A = 6. 
If, on the other hand, f is even, 
K*IF*(K*)’ U;= O;/(Og)’ lJ; 
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is a group of order 2, hence K* admits a unique nontrivial quadratic 






satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Moreover, since F*(K*)* Oi = K*, A 
is uniquely determined by (i), (ii), (iii). 
Consider now the case of even e. Then there is a unique subfield L E K 
containing F such that K/L is a ramified quadratic extension (cf. [3, 
(10.1.8)]). Since e(K/F(c)) is odd, L(c) = K and c* E CL. Thus 
hence by (3.10), 
NKIL( c) = - c*, 
Let A be the unique tame character of K* such that A],* = A,, and 
A(c) = (~K,Ji~K,,. 
This has the desired properties. Since now (c) F*(K*)4 OE= K*, A is 
uniquely determined by (i), (ii), (iv). 
We can now reformulate Theorem 4.5 using the characters defined in 
Lemma 5.1. For this end, we consider an admissible pair (K/F, x) whose 
degree is not divisible by p. Fix subfields Ki as in Lemma 2.3, and put 
0 if K=F 
i(WF, xl = 
max{i>O/K, #F} if KfF, [K: F] odd 
max{i>O/[K: Ki] odd} if [K : F] even, e(K/F) odd 
max {i 2 O/e(K/K,) odd} if e( K/F) even. 
(5.2) 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair whose degree divides 
n and such that f(x) = 1+ 1 > 1. Choose Ki, c; as in Lemma 2.3 and put m = 
n/[K: F], i=i(KIF, x), and A’= A&,K,+,,c,, ifje (0, l}. Let W, be defined 
by (2.5.ii). Then 
!f TK : F] = n, and W; is defined by (2.1O.ii), then 
(ii) Tr W;(c,) = A K,K,(CI) dO(Cl) &i,:FK:K”. 
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Proof Let p denote the set of roots of unity in KT whose order is not 
divisible by p, and let e = e(K/F), eo=4KIf’), f=f(K/W, fo=fKI~), 
q = #k,. First, we consider the case, where n/[KI : F] is even. (3.10) and 
(4.5) imply 
Tr W,(c,) = A$iFzF1 = i 
-1 0 if n/e0 E 2 (mod 4), e, even, f. odd q 
1 otherwise 
and if {K:F]=n, 
if e/e0 E 2 (mod 4), e, even, f odd 
otherwise 
There we take into consideration that K, = F(c,), hence e/e0 is the greatest 
common divisor of I and e. In particular, we obtain (i) in the case of even 
m. From now on, we assume, therefore, that m is odd. Then, in the present 
case, [K : K,] is even. 
If i<l, we have by (5.l.ii) and (3.9) 
A’(c,) = A K,K,+l(cI) = AK,K,(C,)> 
since c,EK,GK~,, and [K : Ki + , ] is even. This implies (i), and since by 
(5.2), e(K/K,+,)=e (mod 2), hence e/e,-e (mod 2), also (ii). 
If, on the other hand, i = 1, then by (5.2), e is even and e/e0 is odd, hence 
f/f,, is even and I is odd. Thus C, c C& and by (3.10), 





if f= 2 (mod 4) 
a K/F = 4 
1 otherwise 
and by (3.9), 
1 K,F = - Qp :F’. 
Together with (5.l.iv), this implies 
A’(c,) = - 1, 
and if [K:F]=n, 
A’(c,) = - /li;;K”, 
thus completing the case n/[K, : F] even. 
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Assume now that n/[K, : F] is odd, i.e., m and [K : KI] are odd. Then 
by (5*2), Ki+ 1 = F, and by (3.10), 
We remark’ that, if e, and ,fO are even, 
c;“C,npEp* iff C,CCi, iff C,GCi, 
since aK,(c,) is odd in this case. Taking this into consideration, we can treat 
the case of even e now. Since the greatest common divisor of e and I is e/e,, 
hence is odd, we have by (4.5), 
Tr W,(C,)= -xK/F 
and 
Tr W,‘(c,) = 1 if [K:F]=n. 
Since by (3.9), 
‘;,F - KfK, K,/F --A” 
~nICK/:FI 
9 
this proves our assertion in the present case, leaving us with the case of odd 





if f0 odd 
K,/F = e. 
-1 if f. even. 
Since [K: K,] and e, are odd, one easily verities that, if [K: F] is even, 
C,ECi iff 1 is even and c?C, A p G p*. 
Now by (4.5), 
0 4 if f0 odd, 1 even 
Tr f+‘,(ci) = 
e. 
_ 1 if f. even, 1 odd, c;OC, n p c n2 
I1 otherwise, 
and if [K:F]=n, 
0 
s if f,, odd, 1 even 
Tr W/(c,) = 
e. 
-1 if f. even, 1 even, cyCF n p E p2 
otherwise. 
641/3X/l-7 
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We split up into cases again. Assume first that f0 is even and 15 j (mod 2), 
withje (0, 1). Then i=l, and by (5.1) and (3.10). 
if c;‘OC,npGp’ 
otherwise, 
since uK,(c,) = 1 (mod 2) and J&-lF = 1. 
If, on the other hand, f0 is odd or 1 f j (mod 2), jE (0, 1 }, (5.1) implies 
that A j is unramilied, and, as above, by (3. lo), 
d’(c,) = d’(c;o) = AI,,,. 
Summing up our results in the case where n/fo is odd, we achieve the 
desired identities, and finish the proof of the corollary. 
Now we come to the main result of this section. For this end, we recall 
the following notation. For every representation t of a group G on a 
@-vector space V, and every automorphism z of C, let t’ denote the 
representation of G on P’ determined, up to equivalence, by 
t’(s) = vkW5 for every g E G, 
where cp is a r-linear automorphism of V, i.e., an automorphism of the 
underlying abelian group such that 
THEOREM 5.4. Fix n not divisible by p and j E (0, 1 }. For every admissible 
pair (K/F, x) of degree n, let Ki, c, be chosen as in Lemma 2.3. Then, up to 
equivalence, the map 
(K/F3 xl t-+ aj(KIF~ xl = Ind,,(A:,,,+,.~,,X), with i = i( K/F, x), 
does not depend on this choice, and defines a bijection between the set of 
equivalence classes of admissible pairs of degree n and the set of equivalence 
classes of n-dimensional irreducible representations qf W,. Moreover, this 
map enjoys the following properties. 
(i) aj(K/F,(pnNKIF)X)=p@ai(K/F,X) ifp is a character of F*. 
(ii) aj(K/F, xm-‘)=a’(K/F, x)“. 
(iii) det a’(K/F, X)=X/~.. 
(iv) If 1 is an automorphism of @, p,, denotes the nontrivial unramified 
quadratic character of F*, and q = #k,, then 
a’(K/F, 10x)= 
PO 0 aj(K/F, x)’ if n eoen, ‘(q”‘) = -q’jr 
a’(WF, x)’ otherwise. 
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Proof. Consider an admissible pair (K/F, x) of degree n, and let i = 
WIF, x 1, A = A :KIK, + , , (‘I ). Then A factors through N,,, . Indeed, if p = 2, n 
is odd, hence A is unramilied, and if p > 2, q, = #k KI is odd, hence 
{XE CK/NKIK,(x) = 1) = ~‘Kyl-” G& c ker A, 
where pLK denotes the set of roots of unity in K whose order is not divisible 
by p. Consequently, since A is tame, (K/F, Ax) is an admissible pair. 
Let p be a character of F* and x’ = (p 0 N,,)x. Then (K/F, x’) deter- 
mines the same sequence of subfields K, as (K/F, x). In particular, 
i(K/F, x’) = i. Let c,, X, and c:, xi for every t 30, be chosen as in 
Lemma 2.3. If now i= 0, then ci = c: = 1, and if e(K/F) is odd, then 
A:K,K,+I,cs) = A, since uK(ci) = uK(cI) = -i. Assume, on the other hand, that 
e(K/F) is even and i> 0. Then e(Kj/Ki+ ,) is even, hence uK,(ci) = uK,(c;) is 
odd, since Ki = Ki+ ,(c;) = Ki+ I(c,!). Moreover, by (2.3.iii) and (2.3.v), 
and this factors through N,,. Thus (xix,‘)0 N,,I.; factors through 
N WK,+I’ Together with (2.3.iii), this implies 
In particular, u,Jc; - ci) is even. But then uK, (c,:‘c: - 1) > 0, hence cl = ci. 
Therefore, in any case d(K/F, x) does not depend on the choice of the c, , 
and (2.2.i) implies (i). Moreover, if cp: K’ + K is an F-isomorphism, 
K: = cp - ‘(K,) is the sequence of subtields determined by xf = x 0 cp, and 
c: = cp - ‘(c,), xi = xr 0 cp meet the requirements of Lemma 2.3 with respect to 
the pair (K’fF, x’). Obviously, i(K’/F, x’) = i and A{KJ,K;+,,c., = A o cp; hence, 
Theorem 2.2 implies the first part of the present theorem. ’ 
Consider now the admissible pair (K/F, x- ‘). Obviously, K,, -c,, x; ’ 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.3, with respect to this pair. In particular, 
i(K/F, x-l) = i. If e(K/F) is odd, 
since uK( -ci) = uK(ci) and A2 = 1. If, on the other hand, e(K/F) is even, we 
obtain from (5.l.ii), (5.2), and (3.10), 
A(-l)= $ =&, 
( > 
where q’= #k,, hence by (5.l.iv), 
A( -c,) =A;,, A(c,) = (aK,P)i&. = A(ci)-‘, 
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since A$,=l. Thus AfKIK,+, pc,,=Am ‘, and (2.2.ii) implies (ii). Since 
Ki+i =For [K:Ki+,] is even, by (5.l.ii) and (3.9) 
Al,. = A K/K,+, 1 F’ = A K/F, 
hence (iii) follows from (2.2.iii). 
Now we consider an automorphism I of @. Then there is a unique u E Z; 
such that, for every positive integer m and every p”th root of unity [ in @, 
where u, = u mod pm E Z/p”Z. Obviously, K,, UC*, I 0 xI meet the conditions 
of Lemma 2.3, with respect to the pair (K/F, z 0 x). In particular, 
i(K/F,~ox)=i. 
put A’ = 4,,+ ).UC,). If e(K/F) is odd. A* = 1, hence 
A’=A =1,:/j. 
Moreover, in this case, n is odd or pOo NKIF = 1. Since, obviously, induc- 
tion of representations from a subgroup commutes with the map z H r’, 
assertion (iv) follows for odd e(K/F). 




A’(uci) = A(c;), 
/(K/Q,) 
, 
-A(c;) if f(K/Qe,) odd, I 
’ - 1 112 .o ) =- P -1 112 0 P 
k’h) otherwise. 
We consider the Gauss sum 
where [, is a fixed nontrivial pth root of unity in C. It is well known (and 
easy to see) that 
-1 
x2= _ p ( > P 
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z(x) = 41 x. 
L) 
Thus 
z(A(uc;)) = --d(ci) if f(K/Q,)odd and r(p”‘)= -P”~ 
A(Ci) otherwise. 
By (5.2), e(K/K,) is odd and e(K,/K,+ 1) is even. Since Ki = Ki+ ,(ci), this 
implies that i= -oK(ci) is odd, hence 




(POONK,F)(~C~) l(A(UCi)) if ~(ql/~)= -q’j2 
dA(uci)) otherwise, 
since q = p Y’F’Qp). Together with (5.1), this implies 
A, = 
i 
h4c,&4 if l(q’/*) = -q’l’ 
ZOA otherwise. 
As above, this gives assertion (iv) in the case of even e(K/F), and completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE WEIL-DELIGNE GROUP 
In this section, we combine the results of (2.6), (2.11), (3.12), (5.3), and 
(5.4). Using representations of the Weil-Deligne group instead of represen- 
tations of W,, we obtain an especially simple version of the main result of 
this work. We start by recalling some basic definitions and properties 
(cf. [ 181). 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let w  E W, act on @.as multiplication by [WI,. Then 
wF=@x w, 
is called the Weil-Deligne group of F. An admissible representation of Wl, 
is a continuous homomorphism 
~1: W;. -+ G/(V), 
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where I’ is a finite-dimensional C-vector space, satisfying the following 
conditions. 
(i) For every XE@, U(X) is unipotent. 
(ii) If x = 0, w  E W, or x E C, u’ E WP\Z,, then a(xw) is semi-simple. 
Let V,= Vcx’Fz V’F = V, be the subspaces of (C x I,)- and IF-invariant 
elements of V, respectively, and choose an element q5 E WP whose image 
under the natural map W, -+ F* is a prime element in F. The L- and 
a-factors are then defined by 
(iii) L(cc) = det( 1 - a(#)1 ,..O))l, 
(iv) da) = 44 wf 1 det( -a(d)I r.,lrb). 
Via the natural projection WL. + W,, every finite-dimensional represen- 
tation of W, can be regarded as an admissible representation of WL-. In 
this sense, an irreducible admissible representation of W> is the same as an 
irreducible representation of WP. There is another important series of 
admissible representations of Wl,.. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. For every positive integer m, let 
s, : W;, -+ Gl,(@) 
be defined by 
LAXW),, = 
i 
xll-i) Iwl~-~~+~)/21/(i-j)! if 16jdidm 
o if l<i<jdm 
if x E C, w  E W,. This is an admissible representation of Wk. 
The representation theory of W> is described in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. The map 
(a,m)t+a=o@s, 
defines a bijection between the set of pairs (a, m), where o is an equivalence 
class of irreducible representations of W, and m is a positive integer, and the 
set of equivalence classes of indecomposable admissible representations oj 
W>. The following properties are satisfied. 
(i) L(a)= L(o@) )k?n-1)‘2). 
(-ly+ E(O) 
(ii) 4~) = (Eto,m 
if o is an unram$ed character of W, 
otherwise. 
(iii) det a = (det cr)m. 
(iv) 6=6@s,. 
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Proof: The first part of the lemma is proved in [7, (3.1.3)]. We show 
properties (i), . . . . (iv). If V is the representation space of a = gas,, N 
defines the representation a@ 1 ) j;-‘)” on V”. Thus (i) follows from (3.7) 
and (6.l.iii). If cr = 1 I.;., s E @, then 
and 
V’F= v, 
hence tl] wF induces the representation ~~=-il ( (F+i-‘m+1)1’2) on V,/V,= 
V/V”. By (3.5), (3.8), and (6.l.iv) this yields 
=(-l)“-‘@llp 
=(-l)“-‘&(j I”,). 
If, on the other hand, o is ramified, then 
is a sum of ramified irreducible representations, hence 
V’F = 0. 
By (3.3) and (3.8), for every SE @, 
4aOl I”,)E(~OI IFS)=W2, 
hence 
E(ff)= fi &(fJ@I /~-‘m+1V2))=E(~)m, 
j= I 
and (ii) is proved. Moreover, obviously, 
det S, = 1 
and 
irnlWFZ f I p+l)wJL m 
j= 1 
-,J1 I Ig--(m+‘)‘2)=S,IWF, 
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hence 
This easily implies (iii) and (iv), and we are done. 
Consider now a division algebra D of index n over F, where n is not 
divisible by p. For every admissible pair (K/F, x) whose degree divides II, 
let 
if m=n/[K: F] odd 
if m is even. 
THEOREM 6.4. The map a, defines a bijection between the set of equiv- 
alence classes of irreducible representations of D* and the set of equivalence 
classes of n-dimensional indecomposable admissible representations of W>.. lf 
Il is an irreducible representation of D* and c1= go(n), then 
(i) cro((~~N,,F)O~)=~O~ if p is a character of F*, 
(ii) aD(R) = di, 
(iii) deta=w,, 
(iv) L(cY) = L(Z7), 
(v) &CC0 = E(n), 
if d4 wl)/2)=qc~-w2 
otherwise 
if I is an a~tomorphism of @, pO denotes the nontrivial unramified quadratic 
character of F*, and q = #k,. 
ProoJ: The bijectivity of the correspondence N,, and properties (i), (ii), 
(iii) are immediate consequences of (2.2), (5.4), (2.6) and (6.3). 
Let (K/F, x) be an admissible pair such that n= I7,(K/F, I), and 
m = n/[K: F]. As in Theorem 3.12, we distinguish three cases. If x is 
unramilied, then K= F and a’(K/F, x) = o(K/F, x)=x. Thus (iv) and (v) 
follow from (3.12.i), (6.3.i), and (6.3.ii). If f(x) = 1, K/F is unramified, and 
*:WJ, is an unramified character. In the proof of (3.12.ii), we have seen 
that &((r(K/F, x)) depends only on XI O;. Therefore 
c(o’(K/F, x)) = 44K/F, x)), 
hence (iv) and (v) follow from (3.12.ii), (6.3.i) and (6.3.ii). Finally, if 
f(x)> 1, (3.9), (3.12.iii), and (5.3.i) imply 
if m even 
&(zz) = (nK,FE(x))” 
(~KIF*‘(cI)-’ E(x))~ if m odd, 
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where A’=A(lK,K,+,,C,,, i=i(K/F,x). Since c,-‘c~U~, 
A’(c) = A’(c,), 
hence by (3.14) and (3.8.ii), 
~(~‘UW’, x)) = h+f’(c,) - ’ E(X), 
E(a(WF, xl) = ~,,&I. 
Together with (6.3.ii), this implies (v). (iv) is immediate from (3.12.iii) and 
(6.3.i). 
Consider now an automorphism z of C. From the constructions in 
Section 2, it easily follows that 
I7,( K/F, I 0 x) = II’ 
and 
a( K/F, I 0 x) = a( K/F, x)‘. 
Further 
J=l 




sI = PoOSm if m even, l(q”‘) = -q”’ 
m 
SW2 otherwise. 
Combining this with (5.4.iv), we obtain (vi), and the theorem is proved. 
Let us come to the matrix algebra case now. Consider an integer n which 
is not divisible by p. Let A = M,(F), and for every admissible pair (K/F, x) 
of degree n, let 
In complete analogy to the proof of Theorem 6.4 above, we obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. The map xA defines a bijection between the set of equiv- 
alence classes of irreducible supercuspidal representations of A * = GI,(F) 
and the set of equivalence classes of n-dimensional irreducible admissible 
representations of Wk. If I7 is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of 
GZ,(F) and a= aA( then 
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(i) cc,((p~~,,,)O~)=pOa if p is a character of F*, 
(ii) uA(lj) = c?, 
(iii) det c( = o,, 
(iv) L(a) = L(n), 
(v) dC0 = E(n), 
if 44 (n- 1,/2) = q’“- IV2 
otherwise 
if 1 is an automorphism of C, pO denotes the nontrivial unramified quadratic 
character of F*, and q = #k,. 
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